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Abstract Safety is still one of the major research challenges in rein-
forcement learning (RL). In this paper, we address the problem of how
to avoid safety violations of RL agents during exploration in probabilistic
and partially unknown environments. Our approach combines automata
learning for Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and shield synthesis in
an iterative approach. Initially, the MDP representing the environment is
unknown. The agent starts exploring the environment and collects traces.
From the collected traces, we passively learn MDPs that abstractly rep-
resent the safety-relevant aspects of the environment. Given a learned
MDP and a safety specification, we construct a shield. For each state-
action pair within a learned MDP, the shield computes exact probabilities
on how likely it is that executing the action results in violating the spe-
cification from the current state within the next k steps. After the shield
is constructed, the shield is used during runtime and blocks any actions
that induce a too large risk from the agent. The shielded agent continues
to explore the environment and collects new data on the environment.
Iteratively, we use the collected data to learn new MDPs with higher
accuracy, resulting in turn in shields able to prevent more safety viola-
tions. We implemented our approach and present a detailed case study
of a Q-learning agent exploring slippery Gridworlds. In our experiments,
we show that as the agent explores more and more of the environment
during training, the improved learned models lead to shields that are
able to prevent many safety violations.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays systems are increasingly autonomous and make extensive use of ma-
chine learning. The tremendous potential of autonomous, AI-based systems is
contrasted by the growing concerns about their safety [11]. Their huge com-
plexity makes it infeasible to formally prove their correctness or to cover the
entire input space of a system with test cases. An especially challenging problem
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is ensuring safety during the learning process [21]. In model-free reinforcement
learning (RL) [34], an agent aims to learn a task through trial-and-error via
interactions with an unknown environment. While the model-free RL approach
is very general as well as scalable and has successfully been applied in various
challenging application domains [20], the learning agent needs to explore unsafe
behavior in order to learn that it is unsafe.

Shielding [4] is a runtime enforcement technique that applies correct-by-
construction methods to automatically compute shields from a given safety tem-
poral logic specification [5] and a model that captures all safety-relevant dy-
namics of the environment. Shields have been categorized into post-shields and
pre-shields. Post-shields monitor the actions selected by the agent and overwrite
any unsafe action with a safe one. Pre-shields are implemented before the agent
and block, at every time step, unsafe actions from the agent (also referred to as
action masking). Thus, the agent can only choose from the set of safe actions.
In this paper, we use pre-shielding since this setting allows the agent maximal
freedom in exploring the environment.

In the non-probabilistic setting [6], shields guarantee that the safety specific-
ation will never be violated, working under the assumption that a complete and
faithful environmental model of the safety-relevant dynamics is available. Shield-
ing in the probabilistic setting [19], which is the standard setting in RL, assumes
to have an environmental model in form of a Markov decision process (MDP)
available. Given such an MDPM and a safety specification φ, the shield com-
putes how likely it is that executing an action from the current state will result
in violating φ within a given finite horizon. At any state s, an actions a is called
unsafe if executing a incurs a probability of violating φ within the next k steps
greater than a relative threshold λ w.r.t. the optimal safety probability possible
in s. The resulting shield prohibits safety violations that can be prevented by
planning ahead k steps into the future. Shielding requires a complete and accur-
ate environmental model, but it is rarely the case that such a model is available.
However some data about the environment often exists, for example, a RL agent
collects data by exploring the environment.

Automata learning [38,1,17] is a well-established technique to automatically
learn automata models of black-box systems from observed data. The data used
for automata learning is usually given in the form of observation traces, which
are sequences of observations of the environment’s state and actions chosen by
the agent. Passive MDP learning [23,24] is able to learn MDP models from a
multiset of sampled observation traces. Thus, the learned MDP depends on the
given sampled traces.

Our approach. In this paper, we consider the setting of RL in an initially
unknown environment. The goal is to reduce safety violations during the ex-
ploration phase of the RL-agent by combining passive MDP learning with prob-
abilistic shielding in an iterative approach. Initially, the MDP representing the
environment is unknown. During runtime, the agent collects observation traces
while exploring the environment. After having a large enough initial multiset of
traces, we first transform the sequences of observed states in the traces into ob-
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servations, which include only the safety-relevant information, using a suitable
abstraction function. The abstract traces are then used to learn a first estimate
of the safety-relevant MDP. From this initial MDP and a given safety specifica-
tion, we construct an initial shield. After the shield is constructed, the agent is
augmented with the shield, i.e., the shield blocks unsafe actions from the agent
and the agent can pick from the set of safe actions. The newly collected traces
are added to the multiset of all traces. After collecting a predefined number of
new traces, our approach learns a new safety-relevant MDP from the multiset
of all collected traces and creates a new shield.

At every iteration, the shield is built from an MDP that approaches more
and more the real MDP underlying the environment modulo the abstraction
to safety-relevant observations. Thus, the resulting shields are getting more in-
formed and prevent the agent from entering more safety-critical situations.
Outline. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present the related
work in Section 2 and discuss the relevant foundations in Section 3. We present
our approach for safe learning via shielding and automata learning in Section 4.
We present our experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

We combine automata learning and probabilistic verification to create safety
shields in our approach. Early work on such combinations has been performed
by Cobleigh et al. [10], who propose to learn assumptions for compositional
reasoning. More closely related to our work is black box checking by Peled et
al. [31], where they present a technique for model checking of deterministic black-
box systems. Learning-based testing by Meinke and Sindhu [26] follows a similar
approach of incremental learning of hypothesis models and model checking of
these hypotheses. In previous work [3], we proposed a technique inspired by
black box checking for probabilistic reachability checking of stochastic black-
box systems. As in this paper, we applied IOAlergia [23,24] to learn MDPs.
Rather than computing safety shields from learned MDPs, we computed policies
to satisfy reachability objectives. We also proposed a technique for L∗-based
learning of MDP [35], which may serve as a basis for RL and shielding. In this
paper, we combine stochastic learning and abstraction with respect to safety-
relevant features to improve RL. Nouri et al. [30] also apply abstraction on
traces with respect to properties of the system under consideration in order to
learn abstract probabilistic models. In contrast to us, they aim to improve the
runtime of statistical model-checking and they learn Markov chains that are not
controllable via inputs.

Recently, various authors have proposed combinations of automata learning
and reinforcement learning [14,42,18,13]. By learning finite-state models, such
as so-called reward machines, they provide additional high-level structure for
RL. This enables RL when rewards are non-Markovian, i.e., the gain depends
not only on the current state and action, but on the path taken by the agent.
DeepSynth [16] follows a similar approach to improve RL with sparse rewards.
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Related to these approaches, Muskardin et al. [29] propose a combination of
reinforcement learning and automata learning to handle partial observability,
i.e., non-Markovian environments.

Fu and Topcu [12] presented an approach for a learning-based synthesis of
policies for MDPs w.r.t. temporal logic specifications that are probably approx-
imately correct. In contrast to us, they assume the topology of the MDP to be
known, so that only transition probabilities need to be learned.

Alshiekh et al. [4] proposed shielding for RL. Jansen et al. [19] proposed
the first method to compute safety shields using a bounded horizon in MDPs.
Giacobbe et al. [15] applied the same technique on 31 Atari 2600 games. The
approach was further extended by Könighofer et al. [22]. Instead of analyzing the
safety of all state-action pairs ahead of time, the approach uses the time between
two successive decisions of an agent to analyze the safety of actions on the fly.
Pranger et al. [33] proposed an iterative approach to shielding that updates the
transition probabilities of the MDP based on observed behavior and computes
new shields in regular intervals. To construct our shields, we use the approach
proposed by Jansen et al. [19]. Similarly to Pranger et al. [33], we iteratively
construct new shields, but do not rely on a known topology of the MDP.

As in our approach, Waga et al. [40] use automata learning to dynamic-
ally construct shields during runtime. The main difference to our work is that
they assume that the environment behaves deterministically, whereas we allow
probabilistic environmental behavior which is the standard assumption in rein-
forcement learning.

3 Preliminaries

Basics. Given a set E, we denote by Dist(E) the set of probability distributions
over E, i.e. for all µ in Dist(E) we have µ : E → [0, 1] such that

∑
e∈E µ(e) = 1.

In Section 4, we apply two randomized functions coinFlip and randSel . The
function coinFlip is defined by P(coinFlip(p) = ⊤) = p and P(coinFlip(p) =
⊥) = 1−p for p ∈ [0, 1]. The function randSel samples an element e from a given
set E according to uniform distribution, i.e., ∀e ∈ E : P(randSel(E) = e) = 1

|E| .

3.1 Markov Decision Processes and Reinforcement Learning

Definition 1. A Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple ⟨S, s0,A,P⟩
where S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, A is a finite set of
actions, and P : S ×A → Dist(S) is the probabilistic transition function.

For all s ∈ S the available actions are A(s) = {a ∈ A | ∃s′,P(s, a)(s′) ̸= 0}
and we assume |A(s)| ≥ 1. We associate an MDP M with a reward function
R : S ×A× S → R.
Traces. A finite path ρ through an MDP is an alternating sequence of states and
actions, i.e. ρ = s0a1s1 · · · an−1sn−1ansn ∈ s0× (A×S)∗. The set of all paths of
an MDPM is denoted by PathM. We refer to a path augmented with the gained
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reward as a reward trace τ = s0a1r1s1 · · · sn−1anrnsn with ri = R(si−1, ai, si).
In the remainder of the paper, we treat reward traces also as sequences of triples
(ai, ri, si) comprising an action, the gained reward, and the reached state.
Policies. A memoryless policy defines for every state in an MDP a probability
distribution over actions. Given an MDPM = ⟨S,A, s0,P⟩, a memoryless policy
forM is a function σ : S → Dist(A). A memoryless deterministic policy σ : S →
A is a function over action given states.
Reinforcement Learning. An RL agent learns a task through trial-and-error
via interactions with an unknown environment. The agent takes actions and
receives feedback in form from observations on the state of the environment and
rewards. The goal of the agent is to maximize the expected accumulated reward.

Typically, the environment is modeled as an MDP M = ⟨S, s0,A,P⟩ with
associated reward function R. At each step t of a training episode, the agent
receives an observation st. It then chooses an action at+1 ∈ A. The environment
then moves to a state st+1 with probability P(st, at+1)(st+1). The reward is
determined with rt+1 = R(st, at+1, st+1). We refer to negative rewards rt < 0
as punishments. The return ret = Σ∞

t=1γ
trt is the cumulative future discounted

reward, where rt is the immediate reward at time step t, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the
discount factor that controls the influence of future rewards. The objective of the
agent is to learn an optimal policy σ⋆ : S → A that maximizes the expectation
of the return, i.e. maxσ∈Σ Eσ(ret). A training episode ends after a maximum
episode length of tmax steps.

Q-learning is one of the most established RL algorithms. The Q-function for
policy σ is defined as the expected discounted future reward gained by taking an
action a from a state s and following policy σ thereafter. Tabular Q-learning [41]
uses the experience (st, at, rt, st+1) to learn the Q-function Q⋆(s, a) correspond-
ing to an optimal policy σ⋆(s, a). The update rule is defined as

Q(si, ai+1)← (1− α) ·Q(si, ai+1) + α(ri+1 + γ ·max
a∈A

(Q(si+1, a))),

where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor.

Definition 2. A deterministic labeled MDP ML = ⟨S, s0,A,P, L⟩ is an
MDP with a labeling function L : S → O mapping states to observations from a
finite set O. The transition function P must satisfy the following determinism
property: ∀s ∈ S,∀a ∈ A : δ(s, a)(s′) > 0 ∧ δ(s, a)(s′′) > 0 implies s′ = s′′ or
L(s′) ̸= L(s′′).

In this paper, we use passive automata learning to compute abstract MDPs
of the environment in the form of deterministic labeled MDPs. These MDPs
represent safety-related information only and will not be used for RL but for
shielding. Therefore, there is no need to use rewards in combination with de-
terministic labeled MDPs.

Given a path ρ in a deterministic labeled MDPML. Applying the labeling
function on all states of a path ρ results in a so called observation trace L(ρ) =
L(s0)a1L(s1) · · · an−1L(sn−1)anL(sn). Note that due to determinism, an obser-
vation trace L(ρ) uniquely identifies the corresponding path ρ.
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3.2 Learning of MDPs

We learn deterministic labelled Markov decision processes (MDPs) via IOAler-
gia [23,24], which is an adaptation of Alergia [8]. IOAlergia takes a multiset
To of observation traces as input and first constructs a tree representing the ob-
servation traces, by merging common prefixes. The tree has edges labeled with
actions and nodes that are labeled with observations. Each edge corresponds
to a trace prefix with the label sequence that is visited by traversing the tree
from the root to the edge. Additionally, edges are associated with frequencies
that denote how many traces in To have the trace corresponding to an edge as
a prefix. Normalizing these frequencies would already yield tree-shaped MDP.

For generalization, the tree is transformed into an MDP with cycles through
an iterated merging of nodes. Two nodes are merged if they are compatible, i.e.,
their future behavior is sufficiently similar. For this purpose, we check whether
the observations in the sub-trees originating in the nodes are not statistically
different. The parameter ϵAlergia controls the significance level of the applied
statistical tests. If a node is not compatible with any other potential node, it is
promoted to an MDP state. Once all potential pairs of nodes have been checked,
the final deterministic labeled MDP is created by normalizing the frequencies
on the edges to yield probability distributions for the transition function P. In
this paper, we refer to this construction as MDP learning and we denote calls to
IOAlergia byM = IOAlergia(To, ϵAlergia), whereM is the deterministic
labeled MDP learned from the multiset of observation traces To.

3.3 Shielding in MDPs

Specifications and Model Checking. We consider specifications given in the
safety fragment of linear temporal logic (LTL) [5]. For an MDPM and a safety
specification φ, probabilistic model checking employs linear programming or
value iteration to compute the probabilities of all states and actions of theM to
satisfy an φ. Specifically, the probabilities ηmax

φ,M : S×N→ [0, 1] or ηmin
φ,M : S×N→

[0, 1] give for all states the maximal (or minimal) probability over all possible
policies to satisfy φ, within a given number of steps. For instance, a safety
property φ = G(¬Sunsafe) could encode that a set of unsafe states Sunsafe ∈ S
must not be entered. Then ηmax

φ,M(s, h) is the maximal probability to not visit
Sunsafe from state s ∈ S in the next h steps.
Shield Construction. Given an MDPM, a safety specification φ, and a finite
horizon h, the task of the shield is to limit the probability to violate the safety
specification φ within the next h steps.

For any state s ∈ S and action a ∈ A(s), the safety-value valφ,M(s, a, h) is
computed which gives the maximal probability to stay safe from s after executing
a, i.e.,

valφ,M(s, a, h) = ηmax
φ,M(P(s, a), h− 1).

The optimal safety-value optvalφ,M(s) of s is the maximal safety value of any
action a in state s within the next h− 1 steps, i.e.,

optvalφ,M(s, h) = max
a∈A(s)

valφ,M(s, a, h) = ηmax
φ,M(P(s, a), h− 1).
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An action a in s is unsafe if the safety value of a is lower than the optimal
safety-value by some threshold λsh, i.e., an action a in state s is unsafe iff

valφ,M(s, a, h) < λsh · optvalφ,M(s, h).

We refer to actions that are not unsafe as safe actions.
The task of the shield is to block any unsafe action from the agent, thereby

restricting the set of available actions A(s) to the set of safe actions. A shield is
a relation π : S → 2A(s) allowing at least one action for any state.

4 Learned Shields for Safe RL

In this section, we present our iterative approach for safe reinforcement learning
via automata learning and shielding. We first discuss the setting in which the RL
agents operates and give our problem statement. Then we give an overview of
our approach. Finally, we discuss the individual steps of our approach in detail.

4.1 Setting and Problem Statement

Setting. We consider an RL agent acting in an unknown environment that can
be modeled as an MDP M = ⟨S, s0,A,P⟩ with an associated reward function
R : S×A×S → R. However, since the environment is unknown at the beginning
of the learning phase, the agent has no knowledge about the structure ofM.

We assume that the safety critical properties are given in form of an LTL
formula φ. Without knowledge about the safety-relevant dynamics of the envir-
onment, it is not possible to prohibit violating φ while the RL agent is exploring
the environment.

During the exploration phase of the RL agent, a multiset of reward traces
is collected. We assume to have an observation function Z : S → O given that
maps any state s ∈ S states to a safety-relevant observation o ∈ O.
Problem Statement. Consider the setting as discussed above. The goal of our
approach is to use the available data from the environment in form of collected
traces and the given safety specification to prevent safety violations if possible.

4.2 Overview of Iterative Safe RL via Learned Shields

Our approach combines automata learning, shielding, and reinforcement learning
in an iterative manner. Our approach performs niter iterations. At the first
iteration with i = 1, we start from an empty multiset of reward traces T = ∅,
an initial learnedM 0 with a single state and a self-loop for any action, and an
initial shield π 0 that allows at every step any action.

At each iteration i of n iterations, our approach works as follows:

Step 1 - Exploration. The RL agent explores the environment to learn the
optimal policy. At each iteration i, the agent trains for a number of nepisodes.
The agent is augmented by a shield π i−1 that restricts its available actions.
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Figure 1. Iterative safe reinforcement learning via learned shields.

The learned MDP M i−1 is simulated in parallel during the exploration.
Each training episode yields a reward trace τ that is added to the multiset
of all collected traces T , i.e., T ′ = {τ} ⊎ T .

Step 2 - MDP Learning. After executing nepisodes episodes, we learn a de-
terministic labeled MDPM i from T .

Step 3 - Shield Construction. UsingM i, a given specification φ, and a fi-
nite horizon h, we compute a shield π i and continue in Step 1.

Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the proposed approach. Based on
this figure, we discuss the individual steps of our approach in detail. For each
iteration 1 ≤ i ≤ niter our approach performs the following steps.

Step 1 - Exploration. The agent interacts with an unknown stochastic
environment M = ⟨S, s0,A,P⟩, depicted by a maze. The agent picks actions
that are considered to be safe by the current shield and receives observations of
the state of the environment and rewards. At iteration i, we have given the set of
collected reward traces T , the learned MDPM i−1 = ⟨S , s 0,A ,P , L⟩, and
the current shield π i−1. Each episode resets the environment and starts in a
fixed initial state s0 ∈ S forM and s 0 ∈ S forM . At every step t, the agent
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observes st ∈ S. Based on the observed label Z(st), the learned MDP M i−1

moves to state s t. We give in Section 4.3 the details on how to simulateM i.

The shield determines the set of safe actions A = π i−1(s t) and sends it
to the agent. The agent selects a next action at+1 ∈ A (s). The environment
executes at+1 and sends the agent a reward rt+1 and state observation st+1.
Based on (st, at+1, rt+1, st+1), the agent performs a policy update. Figure 1
represents the learned Q-function of the RL agent as a Q-table, from which we
derive an ϵ-greedy policy for training. Please note that our approach is general
and applicable to deep Q-learning as well as to tabular Q-learning.

A training episode ends after a maximal number of tmax steps. It may end
earlier in case of violating safety or performing the task that needs to be learned
(e.g., reaching a certain goal state). Each episode yields a reward trace τ =
s0a1r1s1 · · · sn−1anrnsn that is added to the multiset T of all collected traces,
i.e., T ′ = {τ} ⊎ T .

Step 2 - MDP Learning. After nepisodes training episodes, resulting in
a new reward trace per episode, we learn a new model of the environment dy-
namics. Given the multiset of reward traces T observed while exploring the
environment, we abstract away all information in the traces that is not relev-
ant to safety. For each reward trace τ = s0a1r1s1 · · · sn−1anrnsn ∈ T , we first
discard the rewards to obtain a path ρ = s0a1s1 · · · sn−1ansn and second ap-
ply the abstraction function Z to obtain an observation trace τo = Z(ρ) =
Z(s0)a1Z(s1) · · ·Z(sn−1)anZ(sn). For example, the states in the path ρ may
represent the exact coordinates of the agent’s positions and distance measure-
ments. Relevant for safety might only be the distances. In such a case, the
abstraction function Z would abstract away the concrete position and only keep
the distances.

To compute the deterministic labeled MDP M i,we invoke IOAlergia by
calling IOAlergia(T0, ϵAlergia), where ϵAlergia is a parameter specifying the
significance level of statistical tests performed by IOAlergia.

Additionally, we make M i action-complete. During the training phase, we
propose to makeM i with i < n action-complete by adding self-loop transitions
to all state-action pairs (s , a ) where P (s , a ) is not defined. That is, we
set for all such state-action pairs P (s , a ) = {s 7→ 1}. The rationale behind
this is that whenever an action’s effect is unknown, we assume that it leaves the
safety of the corresponding state unchanged.

For the final shield π that will be used permanently after training, we pro-
pose a more conservative approach and to makeM i with i = n action-complete
by adding a special sink state s¬φ that violates φ and adding transitions to s¬φ.
In the training phase, the resulting shield π would not be suitable since it would
prohibit exploration. For the exploration phase, however, the behavior of π may
be desirable since it blocks behavior that has not been explored sufficiently.

Step 3 - Shield Construction. The abstract MDPM i encodes the safety-
relevant information about the environment. We useM i, the safety specifica-
tion φ, and a finite horizon h, to compute the safety values of all state-action
pairs inM i. Based on a given relative threshold λsh, we compute a shield π i
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Algorithm 1 A single RL training’s episode using a learned shield.

Input: Q-function Q, a learned deterministic labeled MDPM = ⟨S ,A , s 0,P , L⟩,
exploration rate ϵ, safety shield π , environment with step and reset

Output: Updated Q-function Q
1: s ← s 0

2: s← reset
3: t ← 0 ▷ steps
4: while t < tmax do
5: A ← π (s ) ▷ safe actions for s
6: if coinFlip(ϵ) then
7: a← randSel(A )
8: else
9: a← argmaxa′∈A Q(s, a′)

10: r, s′ ← step(a) ▷ step in environment
11: s ← s′ where P(s , a)(s′ ) > 0 and L(s′ ) = Z(s′) ▷ step in learned MDP
12: UpdateQ(s, a, r, s′)
13: if s′ is a terminal state then
14: break
15: t← t+ 1

which allows for any state all actions that are safe w.r.t. λsh and the optimal
safety value. After constructing the shield π i, the current shield of the agent is
set to π i. The agent continues to explore the environment and learn the optimal
strategy using π i (Step 1).

4.3 Details for Training using Learned Shields

In this section we discuss a single RL episode of an agent augmented with a
learned shield in detail. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. The RL agent
interacts with the environment through two operations: reset and step5.

reset: This operation resets the environment to a fixed initial state. This state
s0 from the unknown environment MDP is also returned from reset.

step: The operation step(a) takes an action a and executes a causing a prob-
abilistic state transition. It returns a pair r, s′, where r is the reward gained
by performing a and s′ is the reached state when executing a.

The algorithm starts with initializing the learned MDP state as well as the
environment state (Line 1 and 2). Then we enter a loop in which the agent
performs a maximum of tmax steps.

The RL agent applies ϵ-greedy learning, i.e., it explores a random action
with probability ϵ and otherwise performs the optimal action according to the RL
agent’s current knowledge. Note that both, random exploration and exploitation,
are shielded, i.e., actions are chosen from the set of safe actions.

5 the convention of OpenAI gym [7]
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For every step, the shield provides a set of safe actions (Line 5). With prob-
ability ϵ, the RL agent selects a random safe action in Line 7. Otherwise, it
determines the currently optimal action in Line 9. The chosen action is executed
in Line 10. In Line 11, the state of M is updated. To conclude the training
step, we update the agent’s Q-table.

If the agents visits a terminal state, the loop terminates before performing
tmax steps (Line 13). A terminal state may, for instance, be reached by com-
pleting the task to be solved or by violating safety.

Execution phase. After training, we use the same approach to execute an
agent, but with ϵ set to 0, such that only safe and optimal actions are executed.

5 Experiments

In our experimental evaluation, we evaluated our approach on 24 slippery grid-
world environments of varying shapes and sizes. We implemented a tabular Q-
learning agent that should learn to reach a given goal state quickly while staying
safe. We learn deterministic labeled MDPs using IOAlergia implemented in
AALpy [28]. The shields are created from the learned MDPs using the shield
synthesis tool Tempest [32]. In our experiments, we discuss the scalability of our
approach and its effectiveness by comparing the averaged gained reward during
training with and without learned shields.
Experimental setup. All experiments have been executed on a desktop com-
puter with a 4 x 2.70 GHz Intel Core i7-7500U CPU, 7.7 GB of RAM running
Arch Linux.
Availability. An implementation of our framework for iterative safe RL via
learned shields is available online, together with several examples and detailed
execution instructions to reproduce our results6. The implementation includes a
shielded tabular Q-learning agent written in Python.
Usability. Our prototype implementation allows users to easily perform their
own experiments.AALpy’s IOAlergia implementation has a simple text-based
interface and Tempest uses the well-established PRISM MDP format that is
also supported by AALpy, as well as a property language similar to PRISM and
Storm. Furthermore, our prototype implementation can be easily extended. The
tools, AALpy and Tempest, can be used as black boxes. Therefore, there is no
need to know the implementation details of these tools. The only caveat is that
Tempest is easiest to use through a Docker container.

5.1 Case Study Subjects

Gridworlds. We used three types of parameterized gridworlds, the smallest
instances are depicted in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. Each gridworld has a
dedicated start tile and a goal tile, marked by Entry and Goal on the left-hand
side of the figures. A gridworld might also have intermediate-goal tiles. If a tile

6 https://github.com/DES-Lab/Automata-Learning-meets-Shielding

https://github.com/DES-Lab/Automata-Learning-meets-Shielding
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Figure 3. The smallest of the slippery shortcut gridworlds.
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Figure 4. The smallest of the wall gridworlds.

is marked as pit, then this tile marks an unsafe location and the agent is not
allowed to visit this tile. Black tiles represent walls that restrict movement but
are not safety critical. Additionally, each tile has a terrain, denoted by lowercase
letters on the right-hand side of the figures. If a tile is “slippery”, the tile is
labeled with an arrow and grey gradients on the left-hand side of the figures. If
an agent tries to move from a slippery tile, the intended movement of the agent
might be altered into the direction of the arrow with a specific tile-dependent
probability. The length of arrows corresponds to the probability of slipping. That
is, a long arrow pointing downward left means that the agent is very likely to slip
either to the left or downwards. Additionally, every tile has (x, y) coordinates.

Gridworld Shapes. Next, we discuss each of the three gridworld shapes briefly,
where Figures 2 to 4 show the smallest gridworld of each shape. To get insights
into how the state space affects learning, we vary each type of gridworld in size
by creating eight versions of increasing size.
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– zigzag: In the zigzag gridworlds illustrated in Figure 2, we have pairs of pit
tiles located in alternation at the bottom and the top of the map with a
fixed distance between adjacent pit pairs. The goal is placed so that the
agent could move along a straight line from left to right, but it would travel
across slippery tiles next to the pits. The shield thus helps to avoid these
dangerous tiles to perform zigzag walks to the goal.

– slippery shortcuts: The slippery shortcuts gridworlds illustrated in Figure 3
are similar to the zigzag maps in that the agent could take shortcuts across
slippery tiles next to pits. In this case, the probability of unsuccessful moves
decreases with increasing distance from the pits. Hence, an optimal policy
has to find a balance between taking risks and gaining higher reward due to
shorter paths.

– walls: In the walls gridworlds illustrated in Figure 4, the agents must find
a way from the start to the goal by navigating around walls and pits that
block the shortest paths. There are fewer slippery tiles.

Reinforcement Learning. We implemented a tabular Q-learning agent. The
agent’s task is to navigate from start to goal by moving into one of the four
cardinal directions at each time step.

Every training episode, the agent collects reward traces of the form τ =
(x0, y0), a1, r1, (x1, y1) . . . an, rn, (xn, yn) with xi and yi representing the x and
y coordinates of the tiles. The set of available actions comprises of the four
actions {left, right, up, down} to move into the corresponding direction. The
reward function of the agent is defined as follows:

– If the agent reaches the goal within less than tmax steps, it receives a reward
of +100. Additionally, reaching the goal ends the training episode.

– If the agent reaches a tile with a pit, it receives a punishment of −100 and
the training episode ends.

– Additionally, the agent receives a reward of −0.5 per step.

– Gridworlds might have intermediate goal states that are rewarded with +20
but do not terminate the episode.

We use the following learning parameters for all experiments: The tabular
Q-learning agent was trained with a learning rate of α = 0.1, a discount factor
of γ = 0.9, and an initial exploration rate of ϵ = 0.4 throughout all experiments.
We chose an exponential epsilon decay of ϵ′ = 0.9999 · ϵ with an update after
every learning episode.

MDP Learning. To get the observations for MDP learning, we perform an
abstraction over the states via the function Z. Given a concrete state (x, y), the
function Z((x, y)) maps to a pair (terr ,Pit), where terr is the terrain of the tile
at (x, y) and Pit is a set of propositions denoting whether a pit is located in the
neighboring tiles in each of the four cardinal directions.

For example, if the agent is at the coordinate (1, 0) in Figure 2, with the origin
of coordinates on the bottom left, the abstract observation would be Z((1, 0)) =
(c, {pit-right}). The terrain is c and there is a pit on the right.
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Shield Construction. In all experiments, visiting a pit represents a safety
violation. This property can be represented in LTL as follows: φ = G(¬pit).
Using this specification φ and a deterministic labeled MDPM , we compute a
shield π using a relative threshold λsh = 0.95 and a finite horizon of h = 2. Thus,
for any given state, the resulting shield π allows an action a if the probability
of not falling into a pit within the next 2 steps is at least 0.95 · α, with α being
the probability of not falling into a pit when taking the optimal action a′.

5.2 Experimental Results

In the following, we report on the performance of RL agents augmented with
learned shields compared to the performance of unshielded RL agents.

To account for the stochastic nature of the environment and RL, we repeat
every experiment 30 times. For each experiment, the number of iterations is set
to niter = 30, the number of training episodes per iteration is nepisodes = 1000,
and the maximal length of a training episode is set to tmax = 200 steps.

To evaluate the learned policies, we execute the policies at various stages
throughout training and compare their performance. For every iteration, i.e.,
after every 1000th training episode, we evaluate the intermediate policies of the
agents by setting the exploration rate ϵ to 0 and performing 1000 episodes.
Over these 1000 episodes, we compute the average cumulative reward of the
intermediate policy. We refer to this value as return. For shielded agents, their
corresponding shields are used during the intermediate executions for evaluation.

Figure 5, Figure 7, and Figure 9 show plots of the results of this evaluation,
where the x-axes display the episodes and the y-axes display the return. The
average performance of the shielded agents is represented by a thick green line,
whereas a thick red line represents the average performance of unshielded agents.
The light green and light red areas depict the range between the minimum and
maximum performance of the shielded and the unshielded agents, respectively.
Figure 6, Figure 8, and Figure 10 depict the number of safety violations through-
out training, where the x-axes display the episodes and the y-axes display the
number of times the agent visited a pit. The average number of safety violations
of the shielded agents are represented by a thick green line, whereas a thick
red line represents the average number of safety violations of unshielded agents.
The light green and light red areas depict the range between the minimum and
maximum number of safety violations of the shielded and the unshielded agents,
respectively. In the following, we discuss the results from the experiments with
the different gridworld shapes.

5.3 Zigzag Gridworlds

We start by discussing the performance of the RL agents in the zigzag gridworlds;
see Figure 2 for the smallest such environment. Figure 5 shows the return, and
Figure 6 shows the number of safety violations at various stages of RL.
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Figure 5. The return gained by intermediate policies throughout reinforcement learn-
ing in the zigzag gridworlds. The x-axes display the return and the y-axes display the
episodes at which policies are evaluated. The green plots represent shielded perform-
ance, whereas the red plots represent unshielded performance.

The experiments in Figure 5 show almost identical returns and number of
safety violations for shielded and unshielded agents for the three smallest grid-
world instances. Starting with the fourth-smallest gridworld, shielded RL per-
forms better on average. Initially, during the first episodes of both RL config-
urations, the average return is approximately −100, which is the penalty for
falling into a pit. This means that the agent consistently falls into pits in the
early stages of learning. After approximately 7 iterations, i.e, at episode 7000,
the shielded agents start to reach the goal states, which leads to an increase in
the return and a decrease in the number of safety violations. Unshielded agents
need about twice the time to reach the goal location. Similar observations can
be made for the next larger environments Zigzag 5 and Zigzag 6, too. For the
two largest zigzag gridworlds, unshielded RL fails to consistently reach the goal
after 30, 000 training episodes. These two environments require relatively long
paths to be traversed and the gained rewards are sparse. Hence, learned safety
shields may benefit RL in environments with sparse rewards, where safety viol-
ations may prevent the agents from visiting states that give a positive reward.
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Figure 6. The number of safety violations throughout RL in the zigzag gridworlds.
The x-axes display the number of violations and the y-axes display the episodes at
which the policies are evaluated. The green plots represent the number of violations
under the shielded policies, whereas the red plots represent the same under unshielded
policies.

The decreases in the number of safety violations, as shown in Figure 6, match
the observations on the performance increases illustrated in Figure 5.

On the negative side, note that the growth of the return is steeper for un-
shielded RL. For example, considering the environment Zigzag 4, it takes about
10000 episodes to reach an average return greater than 0 in the shielded case and
it takes 15000 episodes in the unshielded case. Hence, there are 3000 episodes
between first reaching the goal and reaching it more consistently for shielded
RL, whereas unshielded RL only requires 1000 episodes to make this jump in
performance.

Furthermore, consider the range between the minimum and the maximum
return that is depicted by the shaded areas in the figures. The minimum re-
turn of unshielded RL is often lower than the minimum return of shielded RL
even though it performs better on average. There is more variance in the re-
turn obtained by shielded RL. Also, the range between the minimum and the
maximum number of safety violations is high for Zigzag 8 until the end of train-
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Figure 7. Return gained by intermediate policies throughout RL in the slippery short-
cuts gridworlds. The x-axes display the return and the y-axes display the episodes at
which policies are evaluated. Green plots: shielded agent, red plots: unshielded agent.
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Figure 8. The number of safety violations throughout RL in the slippery shortcuts
gridworlds. The x-axes display the number of violations and y-axes display the episodes
at which the policies are evaluated. Green plots: shielded agent, red plots: unshielded
agent.

ing. This could result from learning of MDPs that do not sufficiently capture
safety-relevant information. We leave a closer investigation to future work.

5.4 Slippery Shortcuts Gridworlds

Next, we examine the performance of shielded and unshielded RL in the slippery
shortcuts gridworlds illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 7 shows the average returns,
and Figure 8 shows the number of safety violations gained by RL agents through-
out learning. In contrast to the zigzag gridworlds, there is hardly any difference
between the shielded and the unshielded configurations for any size of the envir-
onment, neither for the return nor for the number of safety violations. Therefore,
we only printed the instances of slippery 1 and slippery 8 to safe space. Moreover,
there is very little variability, as the minimum and maximum returns (safety vi-
olations) are very close to their average. Hence, performance is mostly governed
by RL and shielding has little influence. In these environments, the agents suc-
ceed in finding safe paths without requiring assistance from a shield. This may
result from the pits being farther away from optimal paths, as compared to the
zigzag gridworlds.

5.5 Wall Gridworlds

In the following, we discuss the experiments performed on the walls gridworlds
of Figure 4. Figure 9 shows the returns, and Figure 10 shows the number of
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Figure 9. Return gained by intermediate policies throughout RL in the walls grid-
worlds. The x-axes display the return and the y-axes display the episodes at which
policies are evaluated. Green plots: shielded agent, red plots: unshielded agent.

safety violations gained at different stages of learning. As for the zigzag grid-
worlds, we see hardly any difference between shielded and unshielded RL for the
three smallest environments, whereas shielded RL performs better in the larger
environments. Unlike before, however, there is less variability in the performance
and number of safety violations of shielded RL. In Figure 4, we can see that the
slippery tiles are farther away from the optimal route, which is also true for the
larger walls gridworlds. As a result, learned MDPs do not need to be as accur-
ate with respect to probability estimations for effective shields to be created.
Especially for the largest example, Wall 8, shielding improves performance and
reduces the number of safety violations considerably. It takes about 18000 epis-
odes to learn a policy that consistently reaches the goal in all 30 repetitions of
the corresponding experiments. In contrast, unshielded RL fails to consistently
find a good policy even after 30000 episodes.

Finally, let us investigate a potential reason for performance improvements
resulting from shielding or the absence thereof. In Figure 11, we show the size of
learned MDPs compared to the size of the walls environments, i.e., the number
of tiles in every environment. Since the environment size is constant in an ex-
periment, it is shown as a black straight line. The learned MDP size, measured
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Figure 10. The number of safety violations throughout RL in the walls gridworlds.
The x-axes display the number of violations and y-axes display the episodes at which
the policies are evaluated. Green plots: shielded agent, red plots: unshielded agent.

in the number of states, generally increases throughout the learning due to more
information getting available. It can be seen that for the first three environment
sizes, the final learned MDPs are slightly larger than the environment. Hence,
these MDPs cannot represent the environments and their safety-relevant features
more efficiently than a Q-table. The fact that learned MDPs are even larger than
the environments from which they are learned results from two properties of our
learning setup. First, MDPs learned by IOAlergia only converge in the large
sample limit to the true underlying MDPs [24]. There are no guarantees for
MDPs learned from finite amounts of data. Second and more importantly, ab-
straction introduces non-determinism, while MDP learning basically performs a
determinization of the resulting non-deterministic MDP. This determinization
causes the number of states to increase, similar to the construction of belief
MDPs from partially observable MDPs [9].

When the environment is larger than the learned MDP modeling safety-
relevant features of the environment, shielding improves RL performance. This
holds for all environments from Wall 4 throughout Wall 8. Comparing Figure 9
or Figure 10 with Figure 11, we can see that the larger the size difference between
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Figure 11. Average size of learned MDPs for the walls gridworlds (x-axes) plotted
in green compared to the size of the environment plotted as a black line. The y-axes
display the episode at which the MDP size was measured.

the environment and the learned MDP is, the larger the performance impact or
reduction in the number of safety violations.

5.6 Discussion

We conclude this section with a discussion of the main results of our experiments
and some insights that we gained. Our results show that learned shields can im-
prove RL performance as illustrated by our first and third set of experiments.
In the first case of the zigzag gridworlds, the agent has to traverse along tiles
located closely to pits in order to reach the goal. Therefore, a shield is able to
prevent many safety violations. In the case of the walls gridworlds, we observed
that learning shields especially pays off when the learned safety MDP is much
smaller than the complete environment. We will explore this connection in fu-
ture work, as it may enable scaling to larger environments. Deep reinforcement
learning can efficiently solve tasks in complex environments, such as, computer
games [27], while we can abstract away non-safety-relevant details to learn small
MDPs for shielding.
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In the slippery shortcut gridworlds, we observed that shielding does not ne-
cessarily improve performance. It seems easier for the agent to infer through RL
how to navigate safely than in the other examples.

6 Conclusion

We presented an approach for iterative safe reinforcement learning via learned
shields. At runtime, we learn environmental models from collected traces and
continuously update shields that prevent safety violations during execution. RL
with learned shields comprises three steps: (1) An RL agent exploring the en-
vironment, protected by a shield, and collecting abstracted experiences, which
represent safety-information about the environment. (2) Learning a determin-
istic labeled MDP from the collected data of the RL agent. (3) Synthesizing a
shield from such an MDP.

In contrast to most previous work on shielding, which commonly requires ab-
stract environment models, the proposed approach is model-free and therefore
applicable in black-box environments. We learn environment models solely from
experiences of the RL agent. The agent can also infer its policy using a model-
free approach, such as, Q-learning [41]. The downside is that we cannot enforce
absolute safety. In order to learn safety-relevant information, the agent needs to
experience some safety violations. Despite this limitation, our evaluation shows
that in most cases, RL with learned shields converges more quickly than un-
shielded RL. Since optimal policies in our experiments should inflict hardly any
safety violations, faster convergence implies that shielded agents run into fewer
safety violations.

In future work, we will explore RL with learned shields in environments of
larger size, where we aim to combine deep RL with MDP learning. Our intuition
is that we can generally represent safety-relevant environmental features con-
cisely with an MDP over abstract observations. We expect this to be true even
if, for instance, the agent perceives its environment by processing high-resolution
images. In addition to other (deep) RL techniques, we will explore different auto-
mata learning techniques. For instance, we could integrate RL more directly into
active automata learning of stochastic system models [35,37]. By learning timed
automata [25,39,36,2], we could extend learning-based shielding to systems with
time-dependent behaviour.
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